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Winston Churchill was the most eloquent and expressive statesman of his time. It was as an orator

that Churchill became most completely alive, and it was through his oratory that his words made

their greatest and most enduring impact. While the definitive collection of Churchill's speeches fills

eight volumes, here for the first time, his grandson, Winston S. Churchill, has put together a

personal selection of his favorite speeches in a single, indispensable volume. He has chosen from

his grandfather's entire output and thoughtfully introduces each selection. The book covers the

whole of Churchill's life, from the very first speech he made to those of his last days. It includes

some of Churchill's best-known speeches as well as some that have never before been published in

popular form. Today, Sir Winston Churchill is revered as an indomitable figure and his wisdom is

called upon again and again. Reading these speeches, from the perspective of a new century, we

can once again see Sir Winston Churchill's genius and be moved and inspired by his words.
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Who can forget the words "We shall fight on the beaches. We shall fight on the landing grounds. We

shall fight in the fields, and in the streets, we shall fight in the hills. We shall never surrender!" They

were uttered in 1940 by one of the 20th century's greatest orators, Winston Churchill, eager to spur

on his countrymen in their fight against Nazi Germany. Now the great man's grandson has gathered

Churchill's most memorable words, spanning more than half a century, in times of war and in times

of peace. Part of Churchill's gift, his grandson writes, was his ability to address his radio listeners



"not as unseen masses but as individuals-he envisioned his audience as a couple and their family

gathered around their coal fire in the cottage-home." Churchill the editor introduces each speech

with a bit of historical context and scene-setting. Any admirer of Churchill's will want to add this

volume to their library. Copyright 2003 Reed Business Information, Inc.

Here's an economical alternative to the eight-volume collection of Winston Churchill's public

speeches published in 1974. This one-volume condensation of the great man's declamations, done

by his namesake and descendant, arranges the oratory according to Churchill's career path: those

delivered as a parvenu politician before World War I; as the singed scapegoat for the Dardanelles

fiasco; as a government minister in the 1920s; while out of office in the 1930s, when his warnings of

the Nazi menace went unheeded. This edition's focus is inevitably the defiant Churchill of 1940,

promising naught but blood, toil, tears, and sweat; vowing never to surrender; and apostrophizing

the few in the Battle of Britain. Although the editor pays homage to Churchill through his selections

and commentary, he also makes sure to include unflattering, controversial speeches. The whole

provides context for the Churchillian phrases most see only in excerpts. Gilbert TaylorCopyright

Ã‚Â© American Library Association. All rights reserved

In a small book the history of over 50 years is relayed in a fascinating way by Churchill's life and

rousing speeches. Easy to read and a great learning experience from high school(my grandson had

a paper to write on Churchill) to old age(I was born just before the war in England)

the speeches are inspiring, and i often read them to friends, it stays out in my home. Go for his six

volume history of WWII also, it won major literary prizes.

Despite the sometimes ponderous language the man's grim determination never to give in on

important matters is evident. His respect for parliament, the niceties of formal relationships and his

conviction that democracy is the only acceptable form of government also stand out. His

tremendous stamina is amazing. I'm glad I bought the book.

What strikes the reader most is this: WSC saw the moral dimension of political and economic

events. I expected the eloquence and the courage; I didn't expect the insight and moral depth. So

this becomes more than a collection of great speeches; more than a demonstration of the power of

words used well; it shines as an example of the importance of the moral dimension of everyday



events. Churchill saw that, and shared it with us all. This is a terrific book.

What can one say about this prolific writer and historical figure! I am so glad that someone has

slogged through and excerpted the most uplifting and insightful of Winston Churchill's writings and

speeches. I gave a copy of this to a LCDR in Iraq, who said it was the perfect book for him. When

inspiration is necessary, this is a great book!

Hard to find. Good book

Good collection of Sir Churchill's speaches through his policital career. Young people should read it

and learn to speech articularly.

It was great and I would recommend it to someone else interested in the leadership of sir Winston

Spencer Churchill.
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